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2023 UM Sports Fest – Track and Field Competition  

Staff and Alumni Category 

1. Target:  UM Staff and Alumni 

2. Date: 11 Oct 2023 (Wednesday) (Preliminary Round) 

    14 Oct 2023 (Saturday) (Final Round) 

3. Venue: UM Stadium (N9) 

4. Group 

Men’s / Women’s Group 

 Category A (Born in 1987 or after) 

 Category B (Born in 1986 or before) 

 

5. Events 

  

Category 

Sports  

Events 

Men’s Category A  

Men’s Category B 

Women’s Category A 

Women’s Category B 

100M    

400M   

800M ---  

1500M  --- 

 

6. Competition Information: 

6.1 Each individual is allowed to register in a maximum of two individual events; 

6.2 Each athlete can only registrant one category (Staff / Alumni); 

6.3 If less than 3 participants register in a event, the organizer has the right to cancel that 

event (The participants will be notified and may alter to another sports event 

accordingly); 

6.4 Participants in the same event but different categories may be arranged to race together 

depending on the number of participants registered in the event, but the result will be 

counted separately by categories; 
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6.5 Organizer has the right to reject ineligible person to participate in the competition and 

reserves the right of interpretation in terms of the competition rules. In case of any 

changes under special circumstances, participants will be notified as soon as possible; 

6.6 Organizer has the right to organize preliminaries, semi-final and final according to the 

number of participants; 

6.7 No changes is allowed after registration; 

6.8 Please provide comment on the competition information to the organizer if there is any 

abnormality; 

6.9 Organizer reserves the right of final explanation to the competition information and 

arrangement; 

6.10 The competition will be proceeded under the rules of World Athletics and UM Sports 

Fest. The Referee decision is final. 

 

7. Awards: 

Top three will be awarded in sports event of each event. 

 

8. Appeals: 

8.1 If a participant has any disagreement to the result, that participant has to report in written 

form to the Arbitration Committee formed by organizer within 30 minutes after the 

announcement of result. 

8.2 The Arbitration Committee has the right to make the final decision. 

 

9. Enquiry: 
Tel: 88224423 

E-mail: keithchao@um.edu.mo 

 

 

 

2023 UM Sports Fest Web page: https://sports.osa.um.edu.mo/2023umsportsfest/ 

https://sports.osa.um.edu.mo/2023umsportsfest/

